resolve series

technical bulletin

thirty two

TM

santec
clean needs. met.

TM

destainer + cleaner

resolve series

represents a complete kitchen solution. Simple, numerically named, effective dish detergents, degreasers and sanitizers for both
manual and automatic cleanup keep your food preparation areas sparkling with
minimal effort.

Thirty Two Thirty two is a non-abrasive granular peroxygen based destainer

and cleaner that safely and rapidly removes coffee and coffee oils, tea and food stains
from plastics and china dinnerware, as well as from aluminum and stainless steel
coffee and tea makers.

features

environmentally preferred

green cove

Proprietary blend of peroxygen bleach, silicated alkalis and
chelating agents allows product to be safely and effectively
used on virtually all surfaces encountered – including
glass, china, aluminum, stainless steel and plastics.
Simultaneously acts as a destainer and a detergent
cleaner – not only rapidly bleaching coffee, tea and other
food stains but also removing difficult rancid coffee oils
and tannins from warewash utensils and equipment alike.
Concentrated formula renders product very economical as little as 1.5 tablespoons per one gallon of water is
sufficient for most applications.
Has much longer shelf life than competitors’ destainers as
reactive compounds are conveniently maintained in low
moisture atmosphere of readily closable plastic jar.

ideal for

TM

Biodegradable
Non-Toxic
Phosphorous free

This product meets our Green Cove standard. Environmentally Preferred Green
Cove products reflect our commitment to
protect the environment, operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products that make a
difference for our planet and our customers
every day.

product specifications
Physical Description

Free flowing granular powder

Color

White

Odor

Bland

pH (1%)

11.6

Density

75 lbs./ft³

Flash Point

None

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

Not regulated (due to pack size)

Desataining and cleaning of china dinnerware, coffee mugs,
coffee and tea makers, thermal coffee and tea dispensers.

optimal applications
Nursing homes, hotels, motels, hospitals, schools, restaurants,
cafeterias and food processing plants.
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